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ABSTRACT 
When firefighters become trapped on elevated floors in a burning structure, their only option for escape is often through an 

exterior window utilizing an escape rope system. The rope becomes a firefighter’s lifeline until he can either rappel to safety 

or be rescued by other means. Quantifying the dynamic loading experienced by the anchor, rope, and firefighter is critical in 

order to understand the risk of injury and rope failure for various systems and establishing appropriate criteria for system 

acceptance.  

 

An experimental setup was fabricated with instrumentation to measure the dynamic loading for realistic escape scenarios. 

The experiments illuminated the importance of dynamic loading and the significant effects of friction on the dynamic loads 

felt by the firefighter and the rope anchoring system. The load experienced by a firefighter can be 30% larger than the load 

measured at the anchor as a result of friction at the window sill. A numerical model based on conservation of energy mirrored 

the experimental results.  Model results are improved by including friction, though further improvements will be made by 

characterizing energy absorption due to knot slippage.  

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
When firefighters enter a burning structure, they must carry with them all the tools and protective equipment required to 

perform their job safely. Firefighters operating on an above grade level may encounter conditions where they become trapped 

or overrun by fire due to sudden changes in ventilation, fire growth, or lack of situational awareness. In this case, there are 

often few options for safe egress from within the building. Often, the only option will be to exit out of a nearby window, in 

which case, the firefighter’s escape rope system becomes his lifeline until he can rappel down to safety or be rescued 

depending on the height of the exit point. The typical length of rope utilized in escape rope systems is about 15 meters, so a 

firefighter would not be able to rappel down if the rope does not reach ground level. The Fire Service has faced several line-

of-duty fatalities in recent years where escape rope systems were not available or could not be deployed safely. As a response 

to these recent incidents, the Fire Service has invested resources into developing improved escape rope systems with the goal 

of reducing the risk of injury to firefighters during emergency escape scenarios. 

 

Escape rope systems are typically composed of three major components; an anchor, a polymeric rope, and a descent control 

device. During an escape, both the anchor and a portion of the rope will remain within the room. Since the anchor is made out 

of steel its risk of failure is minimal; however, the rope will degrade at elevated temperatures and most likely be the first 

component to fail. Escape systems typically utilize a 7.5 mm rope and are composed of two parts: a sheath and a core. The 

sheath’s primary purpose is to protect the core of the rope from abrasion; however, it does also have the ability to carry load. 

Ropes are typically constructed from pure nylon, pure Technora, or a combination of the two materials. Pure nylon ropes 

generally have the highest compliance and are best able to minimize dynamic loads by absorbing energy through deflection. 

On the other hand, pure Technora ropes offer the best resistance to degradation at elevated temperatures. The creation of a 

hybrid Technora-nylon rope (Technora sheath and nylon core) attempts to balance the benefits of both materials. In order to 

study the effects of different rope materials on escape scenarios, it is necessary to quantify and compare the effects of 

dynamic loading and elevated temperatures on each category of rope. Previous work has shown that increasing temperature 

tends to enhance rope compliance; however, it also reduces breaking strength of the rope [1]. This study focuses on the 

effects of dynamic loading on Technora-nylon rope. 

 

During an emergency escape, a firefighter’s first objective is to secure his escape system anchor onto a solid structure within 

the room. The firefighter can anchor onto many structurally sound objects including pipes, wall studs, door jambs, floor 

joists, and the window sill itself. Based on the variety of potential anchoring locations, multiple escape scenarios must be 

tested. Escape scenarios will be broken down into three main categories for experimental testing and comparison to model 

results. The first scenario (Scenario A) utilizes the window sill as the anchoring point. Scenario A minimizes the amount of 
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rope exposed to elevated temperatures within the room; however, it also can result in large dynamic loads since the length of 

deployed rope is minimized. Assuming a constant modulus, rope stiffness can be computed using the following equation 

where  is the rope modulus and  is its length. 

 
Since the modulus is a property of the rope, the structural stiffness of a particular rope – and thus maximum load transmitted 

to the firefighter – can only be decreased by increasing its length.  

 

In the second scenario (Scenario B), the rope is anchored near the ground to 

either a floor joist or pipe. Scenario B introduces more rope into the room, 

heightening the possibility of rope degradation due to high temperatures, but 

provides a system that is less structurally stiff and thus better able to absorb 

energy. In addition, Scenario B increases the amount of friction between the 

rope and window sill since contact area is increased. The anchoring point for 

the final scenario (Scenario C) is across the room, on wall stud for example. 

Depending on room geometry, the distance between the window sill and the 

anchoring point could extend as much as ten to twelve feet. The peak load 

experienced during a Scenario C escape would be minimum when compared 

to the other scenarios for the same fall height; however, Scenario C exposes 

the greatest amount of rope to the conditions inside of the room. It is 

important to identify the best rope for a firefighter to use, which balances the 

rope’s resistance to degradation at elevated temperatures with its ability to 

absorb dynamic loads. It is also critical to identify a preferred scenario which 

minimizes injury to a firefighter during an escape. 

 

A review of the current literature has found no published experiments focusing on fire service escape scenarios; however, 

dynamic testing has been conducted in association with characterizing rope properties and fall scenarios in relation to 

industrial fall protection and sport climbing. Sport climbing accidents have been analyzed using a model based on the 

conservation of energy [2].The model assumes a constant modulus and incorporates the effects of knot slippage but lacks 

validation through testing. Arbate utilized drop weight testing to characterize the nonlinear dynamic behavior of parachute 

static lines and obtained displacement data by looking at force-time history curves from the drops and considering the motion 

of the mass as a rigid body [3]. Baszczyński studied the dynamic strengths of lanyards and emphasized the importance of 

rope compliance on loads measured during dynamic  loading [4]. Spierings characterized the difference in properties 

exhibited by yarns during quasistatic and dynamic testing and observed significant stiffening during dynamic loading when 

compared to quasistatic loading [5]. The current project aims to build upon this previous work in order to develop a 

comprehensive model capable of accurately predicting loads during emergency escape scenarios. 

  

This document presents ongoing work pertaining to experimental testing and numerical modeling of firefighter escape 

scenarios, focusing on identifying the effect of dynamic loading on maximum loads transferred to the firefighter and escape 

system anchor. The goal is to couple experimental testing with a numerical model in order to predict the dynamic loads 

anchor based on input parameters including firefighter weight, rope length, fall height, coefficient of friction at the window 

sill, and , in the future, energy absorbing capabilities of a descent control device and knot slippage. Such a model would 

reduce the number of required experimental tests, aid in the optimization of escape rope systems, and could assist in the 

development of improved emergency escape protocol. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Experimental testing frame for 
simulation of escape scenarios 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES FOR ESCAPE SCENARIO TESTING 
 

Dynamic rope testing was conducted using a 

modified experimental frame (Figure 1) at the 

Advanced Materials Testing and Evaluation 

Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign. The load frame is capable of simulating 

the three categories of escape scenarios described 

above. In the current configuration, an I-beam 

simulates a window ledge. The rope is bent around a 

radius which is approximately 3.2 centimeters in 

diameter, allowing for uniform friction (Figure 2). In 

addition, vertical drop tests can also be performed to 

measure dynamic rope properties up to failure of the 

rope. The current system utilizes a solid drop mass consisting of Olympic weightlifting plates as a substitute for the 

firefighter’s mass (Figure 3). The solid mass ignores the human body’s capability to absorb energy during a fall, focusing the 

data on rope properties rather than dynamic system properties. Eliminating the effects of the human body allows for more 

straightforward comparison with model results. Later tests will incorporate an anthropomorphic mannequin in order to 

capture energy absorption of the human body. The first round of testing was conducted using a mass of 84 kg. The 

experimental frame incorporates load cells located at the anchor point and falling mass (Omega, LCCD-10K, Stamford, CT). 

 

In addition to gathering load data during experiments, an instrument (Figure 4) was designed to gather 

dynamic deformation data. Previous experiments utilized accelerometers [6], differentiated load cell 

data [3], or calculated stiffness data from quasi-static tests using crosshead displacement [1,2]; 

however, such methods can be confounded by the effects of knot slippage in the measurements. The 

new instrument eliminates common sources of error found in traditional rope testing methods and 

enhances the goal of obtaining accurate rope properties. The instrument is composed of two crossheads 

which slide across ground rods on linear bearings. Attached to one crosshead is the body of a linear 

variable displacement transducer (LVDT, Schaevitz, MHR1000, Hampton,VA), while the core of the 

LVDT is attached to the second crosshead. Each crosshead is attached to the rope using a single pin 

through the rope diameter. Since earlier testing revealed that the rope rotates around its axial direction 

up to 60° during testing, the instrument allows the rope to undergo this rotation without introducing 

error. The measured deformations are then considered representative of all the rope between the 

anchor and ledge and utilized to extract strains, which are employed in subsequent calculations. 

 

The rope is tied to eye bolts using figure-eight knots, which are mounted to each load cell. Figure-eight 

knots were utilized since they allow less slip when compared to other knots, and they simplify sample 

preparation when compared to sewn eyes. In 

the current configuration the rope is dropped 

over a ledge, such that the rope has a 90° 

contact angle with the simulated ledge. Rope 

lengths before and after the simulated ledge 

are recorded with the drop weight hanging 

statically. The strain instrument crossheads are 

pinned to the rope with the rope slightly 

tensioned. The drop weight is raised a 

prescribed distance above the static hanging position. After starting 

the digital data acquisition program, which gathers two data points 

every millisecond, a quick release is used to release the drop weight. 

Some ropes are subjected to multiple drops in order to study the 

effects of repeated dynamic loading on rope properties. In the case 

that a rope is tested more than once, the lengths are remeasured 

before each test since the knots slip during the previous drop, and the 

rope may have permanently elongated. 

Figure 4: Dynamic rope deformation measurement 
instrument 

Figure 2: Detailed view of anchor side of experimental load 
frame 

Figure 3: Drop 
mass setup 
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III. NUMERICAL MODEL OF ESCAPE SCENARIOS 
 
A numerical model was developed in MATLAB to parallel experiments in an effort to predict maximum loads experienced 

by both the system anchor and drop mass. Required inputs into the model include the anchor and drop mass side rope lengths, 

gauge length of strain gauge, drop height, mass of the drop weight, coefficient of friction, and contact angle with the corner 

radius. In addition to these inputs, a load-strain curve must also be supplied to the model. The model is based upon 

conservation of energy, where the change in potential energy is equated to the energy that has been lost due to work done by 

friction and stored in the rope in the form of strain energy. The current model does not take into account the effects of knot 

slip, heating of the rope, or a descent control device; however, these effects may still be acting on the system. The current 

model simulates a worst case scenario where the descent control device locks and causes an abrupt stop. Successful model 

development will allow for confident and efficient evaluation of dynamic system behavior over a broad range of escape 

scenarios. 

 

Where previous approaches have assumed a linear load-strain curve (constant rope modulus) [1], the present model 

incorporates nonlinear rope properties observed during both quasistatic and dynamic testing. Experiments have shown that 

the modulus varies significantly with strain and depends on rate of loading. The current model incorporates dynamic rope 

properties obtained during experiments.  

 

The total change in potential energy of the system is composed of three terms; the drop height, h, the rope deflection between 

the anchor and simulated window sill, δ1, and the rope deflection between the simulated sill and the drop weight, δ2. The 

equation for the total loss in potential energy follows. 

 
Rope can be modeled as a nonlinear spring, so the strain energy within the rope is computed by integrating the force over the 

displacement. Since displacement of the rope on either side of the corner is influenced by both friction and initial lengths, the 

following equation gives the total strain energy in the system. 

 
The rope deflection is a function of its initial length, so Equation 3 can be modified to be a function of strain using the simple 

relationship below.  

 
Making this substitution, Equation 3 becomes the following. 

 
Incorporating the strain instrument into the experimental setup allows for the generation of load-strain data. A third order 

polynomial is fit to the load-strain data to provide a mathematically simple constitutive relationship, and this curve is 

integrated to obtain the strain energy according to Equation 5. The work done by friction is defined as the coefficient of 

friction multiplied by the integral of the normal force times the deflection on the anchor side of the rope. The normal force 

varies between the anchor side and drop side forces, so the average of the two is taken and assumed constant over the radius. 

 
Since the equation integrates the deflection on the anchor side, the drop side force term must be replaced with an equivalent 

relation, which is in terms of the anchor side force. The capstan friction equation given below relates the two forces through 

the coefficient of friction and the contact angle,β, which is 90° for the current experiment.  

 
Substituting Equations 4 and 7 into Equation 6 and simplifying provides a relationship for the work done by friction as a 

function of the load and strain on the anchor side of the rope. 

 
Since strain is only measured on the anchor side, a relation between the strain on either side of the corner is required to 

calculate the strain energy. In order to obtain this relation the capstan friction equation, Equation 7, is utilized along with the 

following equation relating displacement and force. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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Combining Equations 7 and 9 gives a relationship between the deflections on either side of the corner. 

 
The difference in nonlinear modulus on either side of the simulated ledge is ignored, allowing for the modulus terms to drop 

out. This assumption introduces a small amount of error into the calculation; however, the difference in the deflections is 

relatively small for the current set of tests and would not introduce a significant error. Knowing the relation between 

deflections, the relationship between strains can be calculated by plugging Equation 4 into Equation 10.  
 

The coefficient of friction for the current radius on the corner was unknown initially, so it can be estimated by solving for the 

coefficient of friction in Equation 6.  

 
An important note to make is that the coefficient of friction is independent of the drop radius, and only depends on the angle 

of contact according to the capstan equation. Since the system of equations is nonlinear, a MATLAB solver finds the 

equivalent strains where the residual defined below approaches zero.  
 

The calculated strains are plugged into the polynomial fit of the load-strain curve, resulting in predicted loads. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Initial tests are categorized as Scenario C, where the rope is anchored across the room from the exit window. The length of 

rope between the anchor and simulated sill is constant at 80 cm, while the length of rope deployed over the sill (slack length) 

is varied along with the drop height. Table 1 summarizes the drop parameters for the tests conducted. 

 
Table 1: Experimental test parameters for Technora-nylon rope 

Rope # Drop # Slack Length (cm) Drop Height (cm) 
1 1 80 26 

1 2 87 25 

2 1 93 57 

2 2 98 58 

3 1 67 38 

3 2 73 43 

4 1 103 51 

4 2 110 59 

5 1 96 25 

5 2 104 28 

 

Figure 5 shows the evolution of load experienced by both load cells resulting from a drop on a typical Technora-nylon rope. 

The difference between the two recorded loads shows the significant effect of friction on the system. Differences of over 30% 

in peak load have been recorded, and emphasize the role of friction in dissipating energy from the system. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(13) 

(14) 
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Figure 5: Anchor and drop mass load evolution for Technora-nylon rope 

By taking the average of the ratio of drop weight force to anchor force of the initial loading curve for each drop and plugging 

the value into Equation 13, the coefficient of friction during each drop was estimated. The calculated coefficients of friction 

are summarized in Table 2. The average coefficient of friction is 0.142 with a standard deviation of 0.019. Once calculated, 

the average value was used within the model. 

 
Table 2: Estimated coefficient of friction of 7.5 mm Technora-nylon rope 

Rope # 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 

Drop # 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

μ - 0.107 0.147 0.138 0.171 0.150 0.153 0.156 0.130 0.125 

 

Figure 6 shows the first loading and unloading curves of the anchor side of rope 5 for two consecutive drops. The difference 

between the slopes of the two curves shows a significant stiffening of the rope system after the first drop. The recorded 

measurements reinforce the current practice of discarding an escape rope after it has been used once. Small oscillations 

observed in the curves are most likely due to a combination of slip in the knots and a stick-slip condition due to friction 

around the corner radius.  The second drop also reaches a higher maximum load with a larger area under the curve than the 

first drop.  Knot slippage is significantly larger during the first drop and the reduction in energy absorption through the knot 

slippage in the second drop must be accommodated through elastic deformation of the rope. 

 

 
Figure 6: Initial loading and unloading curves for two drops on Technora-nylon rope (Rope 5) 
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Varying the type of knot tied also has a significant effect on measured peak loads for equivalent drop parameters. For 

example, tying a simple overhand knot results in a much lower measured load when compared to a figure-eight knot. The 

reason behind the difference is due to the amount of slip allowed through each knot. Many current escape rope systems 

utilize a sewn eye instead of a knot, which minimizes additional friction loss from slippage. Simply replacing the sewn eyes 

in these systems with a tied knot can significantly reduce peak loads experienced by a firefighter during an escape scenario.  

 

V. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL RESULTS 
 
Table 3 shows a comparison between measured experimental peak anchor loads and predicted values obtained from the 

numerical model with and without friction included. The load predicted by the numerical model exceeds the measured load 

for each drop, indicating that the magnitude of dissipative terms is too small and the model lacks the ability to describe 

certain important dissipative terms, such as knot slippage. The average error for the first drop on each rope with and without 

friction are 37% and 40% respectively. The corresponding values for the second set of drops are 25% and 27%. Observations 

revealed that about 2.5 cm of rope slips through the knot during the first drop. The exact amount of slip will depend on 

maximum load during a test as well as the tightness and dressing of the initial knot. The knots themselves dissipate energy, 

and the slip of the anchor side knot will also increase the amount of rope that slides across the ledge, increasing the energy 

loss due to work done by friction. One way to verify this hypothesis would be to utilize ropes with sewn eyes on either end in 

order to lower the effect of knot slippage from the experiments. In each case, the comparison between experiment and theory 

improves in the second drop, which can be attributed to tightening of the knots during the first drop. This model formulation 

is quite sensitive to the coefficient of friction and the value estimated here (0.14) is relatively low for polymer materials on 

aluminum (typically 0.20-0.35).  By increasing the coefficient of friction to 0.26, the average error of the second set of drops 

can be reduced to below 7%. The method for estimating friction coefficient will be improved in future iterations of the 

model.  

 
Table 1: Comparison of experimental and predicted peak anchor loads 

Rope # Drop # Experimental 
Load (kg) 

Predicted Load 
w/o Friction (kg) 

Predicted Load 
w/ Friction (kg) 

1 1 513 756 725 
1 2 694 847 817 
2 1 355 650 625 
2 2 469 706 681 
3 1 332 613 585 
3 2 415 663 633 
4 1 444 694 670 
4 2 558 726 703 
5 1 604 986 951 
5 2 812 1079 1045 

 

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
 
An experimental testing frame was developed to simulate firefighter escape scenarios. The apparatus incorporates an 

instrument capable of gathering dynamic deflection data directly from a rope. The foundation of a numerical model was 

developed which consistently overpredicts peak loads experienced by the anchor and firefighter. The overprediction is 

attributed to an incomplete accounting of dissipative terms in the model which will be incorporated in the future. Preliminary 

testing shows considerable difference between loads felt by the anchor and drop mass, stressing the importance of 

incorporating friction in the model. In addition, the Technora-nylon rope exhibits considerable stiffening during consecutive 

drops. Future tests will utilize ropes with sewn eyes in order to minimize the effects of knot slippage on peak loads 

experienced during dynamic drop testing. The energy absorbing capability ability of various knots will also be studied and 

incorporated into the numerical model. 
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